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AN ACOUSTIC PHONETIC PORTFOLIO OF A PORTUGUESE-ACCENTED 
ENGLISH IDIOLECT 
 
ETTIEN KOFFI AND LILLIAN DUARTE RIBEIRO 
 
ABSTRACT 
This paper is an acoustic phonetic analysis of English consonants, vowels, and suprasegmentals 
produced by the second author.  It was carried out in the spring of 2015 in the first author’s 
acoustic phonetics class.  Students recorded themselves at the beginning of the semester and 
analyzed their speech acoustically throughout the semester.  They created acoustic portfolios 
that consisted in 10 individual projects.  The main objective of the course is to initiate students to 
the techniques of acoustic phonetic measurements within the Speech Intelligibility framework, 
which espouses the view that intelligibility can be measured acoustically.  This portfolio was 
selected out of many for two reasons.  First, the second author demonstrated proficiency in the 
acoustic phonetic measurement techniques.  Secondly, her data gives us a window into some 
aspects of the acoustic phonetic characteristics of a Brazilian Portuguese-accented English 
idiolect.   The second author is a female from the state of Maranhão, more precisely from the city 
of São Luís.  She began learning English when she was 11 years old in Middle school.  Her 
English teachers were all native speakers of Brazilian Portuguese.  She spent six months in 
Canada before moving to Minnesota.  She had been living in the US for two and a half years at 
the time of these recordings and analyses.  
 
1.0 Introduction 
This portfolio contains the following projects: 1) two narrow phonetic transcriptions of an 
elicitation passage, 2) an acoustic phonetic analysis of initial vowel glottalization, 3) an acoustic 
vowel space, 4) an analysis of Voice Onset Time (VOT), 5) an acoustic study of consonant 
frication, 6) an acoustic phonetic analysis of nasal consonants, 7) an acoustic phonetic study of 
approximants, 9) an acoustic phonetic study of lexical stress of ordinary disyllabic words1, and 
10) an acoustic phonetic study of lexical stress of disyllabic homographic words. The 
measurements from these analyses are interpreted from the standpoint of the Speech 
Intelligibility framework pioneered by Physicist Harvey Fletcher and his team at the Bell 
Research Laboratories.  Their goal was to investigate the physical characteristics that may 
impede intelligibility in telephone conversations.  Their endeavors led to breakthroughs, which 
Yost (2015:49) describes as follows: 
 
Fletcher oversaw a litany of psychoacoustic research achievements unmatched in the 
history of the field, which included measurements of the auditory thresholds (leading to 
the modern-day audiogram, the gold standard for evaluating hearing loss), intensity 
discrimination, frequency discrimination, tone-on-tone masking, tone-in-noise masking, 
the critical band, the phone scale of loudness, and the articulation index.  Two of the 
more important psychoacoustic contributions of the Bell Laboratories years are the 
critical-band and equal-loudness contours. 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 The 8th project consisted in teaching students to convert the absolute intensity values of segments to a logarithmic 
scale for the purposes of verifying the Sonority Sequencing Principle (SSP).  This project is not included in this 
report. 
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The acoustic phonetic research done by the first author seeks to apply concepts such as masking, 
critical band theory, frequency discrimination, intensity discrimination, duration discrimination, 
and the substitution of the articulation index (AI)2 with relative functional load calculations 
(RFL) to assess the intelligibility of L2 English instrumentally.   
 
1.1 Project 1: Phonetic Transcription 
The first project in the portfolio consists of a narrow IPA transcription of the well-known 
Speech Accent Archive3 passage: 
 
Please call Stella. Ask her to bring these things with her from the store: Six good  
spoons of fresh snow peas, five thick slabs of blue cheese, and maybe a foot long  
sandwich as a snack for her brother Bob. We also need a small plastic snake, a yellow  
book, a rubber duck, a paper I-pad, the dog video game, a big toy frog for the kids,  
but not the faked gun.  She can scoop these things into three red bags, and two old  
backpacks, and we will go meet her, Jake, and Jenny Wednesday at the very last train  
station at the edge of the zoo near York’s Treasure Bank. 
 
This is a slightly modified version of the original text.  It has been augmented to include English 
segments that were omitted in the original passage.  The students who take the first author’s 
phonetic course are required to record themselves reading this text and other assignments in the 
first week of the semester before being introduced to acoustic phonetic measurement techniques. 
As a result, the first transcription that they produced is purely impressionistic.  Table 1 reflects 
the second author’s impressionistic transcription of the elicitation passage on the basis of her 
audio recording.  
 
[pʰliz  kʰɔł  stɛləә. æsk həәɹ tʰu brɪŋ   ðiːz    θɪŋz  wɪð həәɹ fɹom    ðəә  stɔɹ: sɪks gʊːd 
spunz  ʌv frɛʃ   sno   pʰiːz, fajv  θɪk  slæbz ʌv   blu    tʃiz,    əәnd mebi   əә  fʊt   lɔŋ 
sændwɪtʃ æz əә snæk fɔɹ həәɹ  bɹəәðəәɹ   bɔb.   wi  ɔlso  nid  əә smɔł  plæstʰɪk  snek,  əә   jɛlo 
bʊk,  əә ɹəәbəәɹ   dəәk,  əә pʰepəәɹ    aj-pʰæd,  ðəә  dɔːg  vɪɾio  gem̩, əә  bɪg tɔj  fɹαg fɔɹ ðəә kɪdz,  
bəәt̚ nαt̚ ðəә  fekt   gʌn̩.  ʃi   kæn̩ skup  ðiːz    θɪŋz  ɪntʰu  θɹiː rɛd  bægz  əәnd tuː  ol̩d 
bækpæks, əәnd wi  wɪł  go  mit   həәɹ, dʒek, əәnd  dʒɛni    wɛn̩zde    æt̚  ðəә  vɛɹi læst  tʃɹen 
steʃʌn æt̚  ðəә   ɛdʒ  ʌv  ðəә  zuː niəәɹ  jɔɹks    tʃɹɛʒəәɹ   bæŋk.] 
Table 1: Transcription Before Acoustic Analysis 
 
Thereafter, the second author performed various measurements on natural classes of sounds in 
order to produce a structured report for her acoustic phonetic portfolio. After analyzing each 
class of sounds, students are required to modify their initial transcription in light of the acoustic 





	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 Due to the complexity of the Articulation Index formulas, they are replaced by Catford’s (1987) relative functional 
load calculations. 
3 The text is found at: http://accent.gmu.edu/index.php  at the time of this writing, it has been read by 2163 people. 
Retrieved on January 23, 2016. 
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[pʰliz̥    kʰɔ  stɛləә.  æsk həәɹ tʰu  briŋ   ðiːz   θiŋz̥   wɪð  həәɹ fɹom  ðəә  stɔɹ:  sɪks gud 
spunz  ʌv  frɛ    sno   pʰiːz̥, fajv  θɪk    slæbz    ʌv  blu    tʃiz̥,   əәnd  mebi  əә fʊt   lɔŋ 
sændwɪtʃ æz əә snæk  fɔɹ həәɹ  bɹəәðəәɹ  bɔb.   wi  ɔlso  nid  əә smɔł plæsɪk     snek,  əә   jɛlo 
bʊk,  əә ɹəәbəәɹ   dəәk,   əә pʰepəәɹ  aj-pʰæd,   ðəә  dɔːg  vɪɾio   gem̩, əә  big tɔj  fɹαg fɔɹ ðəә 
kɪdz̥, bəәt̚ nαt̚ ðəә  fekt   gʌn̩.   ʃi   kæn̩ skup  ðiːz̥   θiŋz  intʰu  θɹiː  rɛd bægz̥  əәnd tʃuː od 
bækpæks,  əәnd wi  wɪł  go mit   həәɹ, dʒek, əәnd dʒɛni  wɛn̩zde   æt̚    ðəә  vɛɹi læst  tʃɹen 
steʃʌn  æt̚ ðəә   ɛdʒ  ʌv  ðəә  z̥uː niəәɹ  jɔɹks    tʃɹɛʒəәɹ   bæŋk.] 
 
Table 2: Transcription After Acoustic Analysis 
 
 Here are some of the insights that we have gleaned from comparing and contrasting the two IPA 
transcriptions: 
 
1. Devoicing of [z] in the codas of  [pʰliz], [pʰiːz], [kɪdz], [θɪŋz], [bægz], and [tʃiz] 
2. Deletion of post-vocalic /l/ in [kʰɔł] and [ol̩d] 
3. Substitution of [ɪ] by [i] in [bɪg], [brɪŋ], [θɪŋz], [ɪntʰu] 
4. Deletion of [ʃ] in [frɛʃ] 
5. Deletion of [t] in [plæstɪk] 
6. Affrication of [t] in [tu] that results in [tʃu] 
7. Substitution of [ʊ] by [u] in [gʊd] 
 
Additional insights are discussed in each of the following sections and sub-sections. 
 
1.2 Project 2: Vowel Initial Glottalization Analysis 
Phonologists contend that CV syllables are universal because they are found in all 
languages.  Though syllables may begin with vowels, some linguists contend that such syllables 
do in fact begin with the glottal consonant such as [ʔ] or [ʕ].  This view is reflected in the IPA 
transcription in O’Grady et al.  (2005:56):4 
 
[ʃiləәʔeɪtəәlardʒpʰʌ̰mpkʰɪ̰npʰaɪ  ʔəәwεɹðæt  ʔælə̰әnwəәzwatʃɪŋ o̥:w̥  ʔḁl̥ə̥әn̥ ʃisεdbɹεθɪli phæ̥sm̥i ð̥i̥ 
wipth kʰɹ̥ɪ̰m̥ ʃiləә, hiwa̰ɪ̰nd. ʔa̰ɪ̰ mtʃɹaɪ̰ɪ̰ŋ tʰu fɪnɪʃgɹaɪ̰ndɪ̰ŋðikʰɔfi] 
 
Notice a glottal stop is found at the beginning of every word that begins with a vowel.  Some 
phoneticians contend that an epenthetic glottal stop is inserted before every word that begins 
with a vowel.   However, others argue that low vowels are more susceptible to vowel initial 
glottalization than non-low vowels (Brunner and Zygis 2011).   Garellek (2012:8-9) also notes 
that glottal epenthesis is common in for General American English (GAE) after a pause.  The 
goal of Project 2 is to verify these hypotheses in the speech of the students who take the class.  
Ten phrases, all of which begin with a vowel – <animal far, apple cider, eating disorder, 
education major, elephant ears, igloo containers, open books, ozone layers, utmost disrespect,  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4 “Sheila ate a large pumpkin pie, aware that Allen was watching.  “Oh, Allen,” she said breathily, “pass me the 
whipped cream.” “Sheila,” he whined, “I’m trying to finish grinding the coffee.” 
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awful destruction> – are used to test this hypothesis. Figures 1 through 10 display spectrographs 
annotated for vowel initial glottalization.  
 
 
Figure 1: <animal farm> 
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Figure 5: <elephant ears> 
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Figure 9: <utmost disrespect> 
 
Figure 10: <awful destruction> 
 
The data shows that the vowels [æ, i, e, ɛ, ɪ, ʌ, ɔ/ɑ] are glottalized when they begin a word.  
However, the second author does not vocalize [o] when it occurs in <open books> and <ozone 
layers>.  The vowel [æ̃] in <animal farm> is also not glottalized.  The vowel [u] is not 
investigated due to an inadvertent omission.  The phrase <oozing blood> has been added for 
future analyses. 	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1.3 Project 3: The Acoustic Vowel Space Analysis 
This project replicates the methodology used by Peterson and Barney (1952) in their seminal 
study of GAE vowels.  It is the most authoritative study of its kind.  Others have replicated it to 
study regional dialects of American English or the acoustics of vowels in other languages.  
Researchers have speakers produce the following vowels <heed, hid, hayed, head, had, hod, 
hawd, who’d, hood, hud> and study them according to various acoustic cues.  The ones 
investigated in this study are F0, F1, F2, F3, duration, and intensity studied acoustically, as 
shown in Figure 11.   Peterson and Barney’s methodology is replicated here to assess the 
intelligibility of the second author’s vowels in relation to the GAE data.    
 
When assessing the intelligibility of vowels, F1 and F2 are the most robust acoustic cues. F1 
correlates with vowel height, while F2 provides information about the horizontal tongue 
movement.   F1 is the most important of the two because it alone contains 80% of the acoustic 
energy found in vowels.  The threshold of 60 Hz is used to assess intelligibility.  If the acoustic 
F1 distance between any two vowels is higher than 60 Hz, it means that the vowels do not mask 
acoustically and intelligibility is optimal.  If the acoustic distance is less than 60 Hz, 
intelligibility may be compromised.  Masking (unintelligibility) is absolute if the acoustic 
distance between two vowels is less than 20 Hz because humans cannot perceive frequencies 
below this threshold. 
Figure 11: <heed> 
 
Figure 11 shows that each word was repeated three times.  Means measurements tabulated and 
displayed in tables such as the following: 
 
 <heed> [i] F0 F1 F2 F3 Duration Intensity 
Mean  206 Hz 454 Hz 2048 Hz 3047 Hz 177 69 B 
Table 3: The Acoustic Correlates of [i] 
 
The process was repeated for all 11 simple vowels of GAE and inserted in Table 4:  
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Lexical Set fleece kit face dress trap lot cloth goat foot goose strut 
Vowels [i] [ɪ] [e] [ɛ] [æ] [ɑ] [ɔ] [o] [ʊ] [u] [ʌ] 
GAE F0 235 232 NA 223 210 212 216 NA 232 231 221 
Ribeiro F0 206 195 189 174 177 186 175 184 204 196 200 
GAE F1 310 430 NA 610 860 850 590 NA 470 370 760 
Ribeiro F1 454 558 506 750 829 826 719 506 603 424 620 
GAE F2 2790 2480 NA 2330 2050 1220 920 NA 1160 950 1400 
Ribeiro F2 2048 2168 2447 1812 1935 1436 1199 1070 1643 1182 1833 
GAE F3 3310 3070 NA 2990 2850 2810 2710 NA 2680 2670 2780 
Ribeiro F3 3047 2547 3060 2470 2542 2758 2666 2742 2723 2603 2709 
Ribeiro DUR 177 143 220 149 178 139 203 206 141 204 135 
Ribeiro INTS 69 72 69 70 71 73 72 72 72 69 72 
Table 4: Acoustic Correlates of all Vowels 
The measurements of the second author are in bold and contrasted with those found in Peterson 
and Barney (1952).  They did not measure [o] and [e] because they considered them to be 
diphthongs.   F1 and F2 measurements for these two vowels are taken from Hillenbrand et al. 

















Figure 12: Comparative Acoustic Vowel Space 
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Two observations are consequential for intelligibility.   The vowels [ʌ] (620 Hz) and [ʊ] (603 
Hz) mask each other because the acoustic distance between their F1s are separated by only 17 
Hz.  This means that if the second author pronounces <book> and <buck>, GAE hearers may 
not be able to tell which is which because there are acoustically very close to each other. 
Confusion notwithstanding, intelligibility is not seriously compromised because the relative 
functional load (RFL) between these two vowels is only 9% (Catford 1987:88-89).  GAE hearers 
may misunderstand the second author when she pronounces doublets such as <pad> vs. <pod>, 
<had> vs. <hod>, or <cap> and <cop> because [æ] (829 Hz) and [ɑ] (826 Hz) mask each 
other.  The acoustic distance between them is only 3 Hz.  The inability of the second author to 
produce these two vowels distinctly can cause serious unintelligibility because the RFL between 
them is 76%.   Yavas (2011:205) notes that Portuguese speakers have a hard distinguishing 
between [ʌ] and [ɑ].  However, this does not appear to be the case for the second author because 
her [ʌ] (620 Hz) and [ɑ] (826 Hz) are acoustically maximally distant, as much as 206 Hz.  She 
discriminates between these two vowels more clearly than GAE talkers do ([ʌ] (760 Hz) and [ɑ] 
(850 Hz). 	  
 
1.4 Project 4: Voice Onset Time Analysis (VOT) 
The most influential study of Voice Onset Time (VOT) is the one by Likser and 
Abramson (1964).  They studied how well VOT discriminates between voiced and voiceless 
stops in 11 languages –American English, Cantonese, Dutch, Hungarian, Puerto Rican Spanish, 
Tamil, Korean, Eastern Armenian, Thai, Hindi, and Marathi –in words produced in isolation and 
in running speech.  They argue on page 407 that “the ultimate usefulness of measuring voice 
onset time depends on how effectively it enables us to identify the stops in running speech.”  
Their methodology is replicated here to study how the second author produces the stops in 
<Call, store, good, peas, Bob, book, duck, paper, I-pad, dog, game, big, toy, kids, can, bags, two, 
backpacks, go, Wednesday, station> that occur in the elicitation passage. The spectrographs of 
<two old backpacks>, <big toys> and <the kids> are used to illustrate how the VOT of stops 
was measured.  We are interested only in stops that occur in word-initial positions and in running 
speech.  The goal in this project is to assess the intelligibility of the second author’s voiceless 
stops in relation to Lisker and Abramson (1964:410) and according to the absolute thresholds 
found in Byrd and Mintz (2010:131).  They report that [p], [t], and [k] are perceived optimally if 
their VOTs are respectively higher than >25 ms, >34 ms, and >42 ms.  If the voiceless stops 
produced by L2 talkers do not reach these thresholds, their [p, t, k] may be confused with their 










	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5 In general, according to Gradoville (2011:68-69), if a segment is 40% of a segment is voiced, and 60% is 
unvoiced, hearers still perceive the segment as voiced. This is known as the 40/60 threshold.  The percentages of 
voicing were not calculated for this project. 
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Figure 36: <Two old backpacks>	  
Figure 37: <A big toy frog> 
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Figure 38: <For the kids> 
 
Table 5 shows that GAE hearers are likely to misperceive the first [p] in <paper> and the [p] in 
<pad> as [b] because their VOTs are below the 25 ms threshold.   However, most of her [p]s will 
be perceived accurately because the average duration of [p]s is 27 ms.   Additional data is needed 
to determine which vowel contexts are likely to cause [p] to be confused with [b].  The vowels 
before which VOT is reduced in Table 5 are [e] and [æ].  A comprehensive study of the second 
author’s VOT is needed to see if vowels have any effect at on reducing her VOT. Cho and 
Ladefoged (1999:213, 219) found that it was the case in some languages.  
	  
Word peas paper paper pad backpack Bob book big bag backpack 
Segment [p] [p] [p] [p] [p] [b] [b] [b] [b] [b] 
VOT 39 19 28 14 38 12 25 24 19 31 
Ribeiro Mean                         27 ms                         22 ms 
GAE mean                         28 ms                 -65 to 7ms 
Table 5: VOT of Bilabial Stops 
The alveolar stops produced by the second author are fully intelligible, except when [t] is 
affricated as [tʃ] in <two>.  More will be said about this in 1.5.6.  Her mean voiceless VOTs have 
exactly the same duration as in GAE. 
 
Word store toy two station duck dog Wednesday 
Segment [t] [t] [t] [t] [d] [d] [d] 
VOT 40 55  NA 23 37 48 17 
Ribeiro Mean                          39 ms              34 ms 
GAE Mean                          39 ms       -56 to 9 ms  
Table 6: VOT of Alveolar Stops 
Overall, the second author’s voiceless velar stop [k] is strongly aspirated.  Not intelligibility 
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Word call kid can good game go 
Segment [k] [k] [k] [g] [g] [g] 
VOT 70 70 28 36 38 17 
Ribeiro Mean               56 ms             30 ms 
GAE mean               43 ms           -45 to 17 ms 
Table 7: VOT of Velar Stops 
The most important observation as far as intelligibility is concerned is that the second author 
produces all her stops intelligibly, except for [p] that can occasionally be confused with [b].  
 
1.5 Project 5: Sibilant Fricatives Analysis 
The most influential study of GAE fricatives is by Jongman et al. (2000).  It is impressive 
both in depth and in scope.  The research involved 20 participants (10 males and 10 females), 
eight fricatives ([s, z, ʃ, ʒ, f, θ, v, ð]) all of which were followed immediately by [i, e, æ, ɑ, o, u].  
They measured four acoustic correlates: F2, intensity, duration, and Center of Gravity (CoG). 
Their methodology is replicated in this study, except for their elicitation techniques.  The 
segments they investigated were produced in isolation, whereas in this study, fricatives occur in 
running speech.  The words whose fricative constituents are analyzed in our study are <Stella, 
six, fresh, peas, cheese, sandwich, She, bags, backpacks, Jake, Jenny, station, edge, zoo, York’s, 
Treasure>.  Students were divided into two groups.  Some studied sibilant fricatives [s, z, ʃ, ʒ], 
while other investigated non-sibilants fricatives [f, θ, v, ð, h].  The second author belongs to the 
group to whom sibilant fricatives and the affricates [tʃ] and [dʒ] were assigned.  
 
Sibilant fricatives and affricates are relatively easy to visualize spectrographically because of 




Figure 39: <Fresh snow peas> 
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    Figure 40: <She can scoop> 
 
As far as intelligibility is concerned, experts are not sure which acoustic correlate(s) is/are 
more robust for the perception of fricatives.  For this reason, some measure as many as four 
correlates, as is the case of Jongman et al. (2000), while others focus on intensity (Maddieson 
1984:49-41, and Thomas 2011:112).   To play it safe, students were asked to measure four 
correlates: F2, Center of Gravity (CoG), intensity, and duration. The measurements are displayed 
in Tables 8 and 9:  
 
Word Stella six York’s backpacks peas cheese bags zoo 
Segment [s] [s] [s] [s] [z] [z] [z] [z] 
Ribeiro CoG 8758 8615 8912 9057 6799 8126 7572 7774 
Ribeiro Mean CoG                          8835 Hz                           7567 Hz 
GAE Mean CoG                          6133 Hz                           6133 Hz 
Ribeiro Intensity 65 66 67 67 60 61 60 65 
Ribeiro Mean Ints                          66 dB                            61 dB 
GAE Mean Ints                          68  dB                            70 dB 
Ribeiro Duration 156 154 122 122 134 121 106 153 
Ribeiro Mean Dur                          139 ms                           128 ms          
GAE Duration                          178 ms                           118 ms 
Ribeiro F2 1758 2243 1853 1930 2105 2089 1945 2114 
Ribeiro Mean F2                          1946 Hz                            2063 Hz 
GAE   Mean F2                          1832 Hz                            1832 Hz 
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Word station she treasure 
Segment [ʃ] [ʃ] [ʒ] 
Ribeiro CoG 5649 6923 1389 
Ribeiro Mean CoG              6286 Hz 1389 Hz 
GAE Mean CoG              4229 Hz 4229 Hz 
Ribeiro Intensity 61 61 60 
Ribeiro Mean Ints              60 dB 60 dB 
GAE Mean Ints              66 dB 68 dB 
Ribeiro Duration 110 100 68  
Ribeiro Mean Dur              105 ms 68 ms 
GAE Duration              178 ms 123 ms 
Ribeiro F2 2428 2130 2130 
Ribeiro Mean F2              2279 Hz 2130 Hz 
GAE   Mean F2             1982 Hz 1982 Hz 
Table 9: The Correlates of Palatal Fricatives 
1.5.1 F2 and the Intelligibility of Fricatives 
The frequency measurements related to F2 provide information about the movements of 
the tongue.  For two sounds to be perceived as different in the F2 frequency band, the acoustic 
distance between them needs to be ≥ 200 Hz.  If the acoustic distance between them is ≤ 200 Hz, 
the segments are perceived aurally as being the same or nearly the same.  In other words, if the 
F2 of a sibilant fricative in GAE and its counterpart in the second author’s pronunciation are 
separated by ≤ 200 Hz, a hearer cannot perceive any difference between them.  If the acoustic 
distance is ≥ 200 Hz, a hearer may begin to perceive a difference.  The larger the acoustic 
distance in the F2 frequency band, the more noticeable the difference is.  The F2 of the second 
author’s [s] is 1946 Hz, while its counterpart in GAE is 1832 Hz.  Since the distance between 
them is 117 Hz, a GAE hearer may not detect any difference between the two [s]s.   This is not 
the case of the second author’s [z] (2063 Hz) and the one in GAE (1832 Hz).  The acoustic 
distance between them is 231 Hz.  This means that the second author fronts her [z]s more than 
GAE talkers.  The same is true for palatal fricatives.  She fronts her [ʃ] (2279 Hz) and [ʒ] (2130 
Hz) more than they are fronted in GAE (1982 Hz).  The acoustic distance between her [ʃ] (2279 
Hz) and the one in GAE (1982 Hz) is 297 Hz, while the one between her [ʒ] (2130 Hz) and its 
counterpart in GAE (1982 Hz) is 148 Hz.  The two [ʒ]s are produced in such a way that they are 
not perceptually distinct.  Even though some differences exist with respect to fronting, they are 
inconsequential for intelligibility for two reasons.  First, fricative fronting is not phonemic in 
English.  Secondly, Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996:173) note that, when it comes to fricatives, 
“The inconsistencies between speakers are so great that it may be profitless to try to characterize 
the acoustic spectra of the fricatives themselves.”   
 
1.5.2 CoG and the Intelligibility of Fricatives 
The acoustic correlate of Center of Gravity (CoG) pinpoints the area of the mouth where 
most of the acoustic energy of the fricative is concentrated.  CoG is to fricatives what the eye of 
the storm is to a hurricane. When a hurricane is detected, it appears on the radar as having a lot 
of energy.  However, meteorologists concentrate on the eye of the hurricane to calculate its 
velocity and power.  Similarly, CoG can help determine how much energy is found in fricatives. 
Those produced when there is contact between the tip of the tongue and the front teeth or the 
alveolar ridge have higher frequencies than those produced elsewhere in the mouth.  Jongman et 
al. (2000) found that [s] (6133 Hz) and [z] (6133 Hz) have very high frequencies in GAE.  The 
second author’s [s]s (8835 Hz) and [z]s (7567 Hz) have higher frequencies than their 
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counterparts in GAE. This suggests that she fronts her sibilant fricatives, and that the tip of her 
tongue makes contacts with the upper teeth. Fronting seems to be an important characteristics of 
the ways in which the second author produces her sibilant fricatives. Her voiceless palatal 
sibilant fricative [ʃ] (6286 Hz) has the same CoG as [s] and [z] in GAE. In other words, the 
frequency of her [ʃ] is 2057 Hz more fronted than the one in GAE (4229 Hz). Curiously enough, 
it is the opposite for the CoG of her [ʒ],6 which is only 1389 Hz.  This is an indication that she 
retracts her [ʒ] by 2,840 Hz in relation to its counterpart in GAE.   Even so, since neither 
fricative fronting nor retracting are not phonemic in English, unintelligibility is not expected.  
 
1.5.3 The Intensity and the Intelligibility of Fricatives 
Maddieson (1984:49-41) and Thomas (2011:112) consider intensity to be the most robust 
cue for the perception of fricatives.  For this reason, we need to know how it is used in Speech 
Intelligibility studies.  First and foremost, it must be borne in mind that 3 dB is accepted by 
acousticians, audio engineers, and manufacturers of audio products as an absolute threshold. 
Experimental studies have found that in binaural listening conditions (when hearers are listening 
with both ears, an intensity difference of 3 dB is barely perceptible (Hassen 2001:41).   However, 
intensity difference of 3 dB or higher are clearly perceived.  This is to say that, perceptually, 
there is no difference between the second author’s [s] (66 dB) and its counterpart in GAE (68 
dB).  Note, however, that the difference between her [z] (61 dB) and its counterpart in GAE (70 
dB) stands out clearly.   One possible explanation is that she devoices [z] in syllable codas very 
strongly, as alluded to in 1.1.  The same holds true for the intensity of her of [ʒ].  The lack of 
intensity distance between her [ʃ] (60 dB) and [ʒ] (61 dB) is an indication that she devoices the 
latter too. 
 
1.5.4 Duration and the Intelligibility of Fricatives 
A direct comparison between the duration of fricatives in the second author’s 
pronunciation and the data in Jongman et al. (2000:160) is not possible because the latter 
measured the duration of fricatives in isolation whereas the former produced her fricatives in 
running speech.  However, the measurements in both studies indicate that voiceless fricatives last 
longer than their voiced counterparts. 
 
1.5.4 The Intelligibility of Affricates 
It is difficult to classify affricates acoustically because they fit comfortably with stops or 
with fricatives.  However, since the amount of frication observed in the second author’s 
pronunciation is significant, we have included them together with segments produced with 
significant amount of frication.  The words in the elicitation passage that contain affricates are 
<cheese, sandwich, Jake, Jenny, edge>.  The annotated spectrograph of <cheese> in Figure 41 









	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6 There is only one [ʒ] in the elicitation test.  Consequently, this measurement should be taken with a grain of salt. 
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Figure 41: <Blue cheese > 
 
Affricates abound in Portuguese.  Consequently, the second author should not have any 
problems producing them intelligibly.  However, this claim cannot be assessed acoustically 
because we are yet to come across acoustic measurements of affricates that encompass F2, CoG, 
intensity, and duration.  In the absence of such data, we limit our investigations only to the 
second author’s data.   
 
Word cheese sandwich Jake Jenney edge 
Segment [tʃ] [tʃ] [dʒ] [dʒ] [dʒ] 
Ribeiro CoG 5530 5657 5819 3430 3157 
Ribeiro Mean CoG                5593               4135 Hz 
GAE Mean CoG               NA                NA 
Ribeiro Intensity 57 60 61 64 62 
Ribeiro Mean Ints               58 dB                 62 dB 
GAE Mean Ints               67 dB                NA 
Ribeiro Duration 157 81 77 97 80 
Ribeiro Mean Dur                119 ms                84 ms 
GAE Duration               NA                NA 
Ribeiro F2 2102 2038 2134 2155 2068 
Ribeiro Mean F2                2070 Hz                 2119 Hz 
GAE   Mean F2               NA                NA 
Table 10: The Correlates of Palatal Affricates 
We see in Figure 42 that she affricates the [t] in <two>, and turns it into [tʃu].  
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Figure 42: <Two Old Backpacks> 
 
Yavas (2011:206) notes that this is a widespread pronunciation in Portuguese-accented English.    
He illustrates his claim with <tea> and <betting> which are produced as [tʃi] and [bɛʃɪŋ].  The 
second author confirmed having heard the first but not the second.   The affrication of [t] can 
interfere with intelligibility because, according to Catford’s (1989:87-89), the RFL between [t] 
and [tʃ] is 39% at the beginning of words, and 31% at the end of words.  It is not hard to imagine 
a situation where a GAE hearer would be lost if a Brazilian speaker of English says [tʃitʃɚ] 
instead of <teacher>.   He or she may even think that the intended word is <cheater> [tʃitɚ]!  
 
1.6 Project 6: Nasal Consonants Analysis 
Project 6 focuses on nasal consonants.  Students are asked to replicate the methodology 
used in Fuyjimura (1962), Qi and Fox (1992), and Narayan (2008) to study their own nasal 
consonants acoustically. These three studies provide measurements of nasal consonants against 
which the second author’s pronunciations of [m], [n], and [ŋ] are compared.  The acoustic 
correlates examined are F0, F1, F2, F3, intensity, and duration. The annotated spectrograph of 
[m] in Figure 43 displays all these correlates:  
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Figure 43: <Go meet her > 
 
Table 11 summarizes all the measurements obtained for nasal segments in the words <Bring, 
things, snow, maybe, need, small, things, meet, train, near> that occur in the elicitation passage.  
 
Word maybe small meet need snow train near bring things things 
Segment [m] [m] [m] [n] [n] [n] [n] [ŋ] [ŋ] [ŋ] 
Ribeiro F0 223 207 173 280 205 197 235 220 199 201 
Ribeiro Mean F0                          201 Hz                         229 Hz             206 Hz 
GAE Mean F0                           NA                         NA             NA 
Ribeiro F1 434 613 479 493 532 578 421 494 533 467 
Ribeiro Mean F1                           508 Hz                        506 Hz             498 Hz 
GAE Mean F17                           290 Hz                        304 Hz             350 
Ribeiro F2 1993 1413 1507 1766 1717 2207 1930 2115 2105 2307 
Ribeiro Mean F2                          1637 Hz                        1905 Hz            2175 Hz 
GAE Mean F2                          1722 Hz                        2061 Hz            1050 Hz 
Ribeiro F3 2710 2543 2610 2828 3028 3106 2936 2738 2797 2988 
Ribeiro Mean F3                          2621 Hz                        2974 Hz           2844 Hz 
GAE Mean F38               1700-2000 Hz                        2300-3000 Hz           2750 Hz 
Ribeiro Intensity 70 68 66 71 66 65 66 66 66 68 
Ribeiro Mean Ints                            68 dB                         67 dB                66 dB 
GAE Mean Ints                            NA                        NA                NA 
Ribeiro Duration 103 50 88 125 58 78 63 86 90 70 
Ribeiro Mean Dur                            80 ms                        79 ms                82 ms 
GAE Mean  Dur                            NA                         NA                NA 
Table 11: The Correlates of Nasal Consonants 
Portuguese has three nasal segments [m], [n], [ɲ] but lacks [ŋ].   As a result, it is not 
expected that the second author would have any problem producing [m] and [n], but that [ŋ] may 
be problematic.  
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
7 F1 and F2 for [m] and [n] measurements are from Qi and Fox (1992:1723). 
8 All F3 measurements and all measurements for [ŋ] are from Fujimura (1962:1869). 
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F2 and F3 thresholds can help verify these predictions.  It has been demonstrated that F2 
discriminates between [m] and [n] if the acoustic distance between them is ≥ 200Hz, and F3 
discriminates between [n] and [ŋ] if the acoustic distance between is ≥ 400 Hz (Narayan 
2008:203, 209-210).   However, F0 and F1 are irrelevant to the perception of nasals. Since 
English is a stress language, not a tone language, nasal consonants do not normally carry 
F0/pitch.  F1 fails to discriminate among nasal consonants they have low first formants across 
the board, regardless of their place of articulation. The reason for this is because F1 correlates 
with aperture.  Segments that are produced when the mouth is barely open have low F1s, 
whereas those produced with the mouth wide open have high F1s.  In the production of [m], [n], 
[ŋ], and [ɲ] the mouth is barely open.  Consequently, F1 is irrelevant for assessing the 
intelligibility of nasal segments. 
 
As has been noted in previous sections, F2 correlates with the tongue movements.  A 
higher F2 indicates tongue advancement, whereas a lower F2 signals tongue retraction.  For [m] 
and [n] to be perceived distinctly on the F2 frequency band, an acoustic distance of ≥ 200Hz 
must separate them.   The data in Table 11 indicates clearly that the second author pronounces 
her [m]s (1637 Hz) and [n]s (1905 Hz) distinctly since they are separated by 268 Hz.  It should 
also be noted that her [m] (1637 Hz) is perceptually indistinguishable from its counterpart in 
GAE (1722 Hz) because they are separated by only is 85 Hz.  Similarly, her [n] (1905 Hz) and 
the one in GAE (2061 Hz) are perceptually the same because the acoustic distance is only 156 
Hz.  In other words, the [m]s and [n]s produced by the second author are fully intelligible.  
 
F3 discriminates between [n] and [ŋ] only if the acoustic distance between them is ≥ 400 
Hz. The F3 distance between the second author’s [n] (2844 Hz) and her [ŋ] (2974 Hz) is only 
130 Hz, which means that she does discriminate between them.  This is not surprising, since 
Portuguese lacks a velar nasal.   Figure 44 shows that she pronounces the [n] in <into> and the 
[ŋ] in <things> similarly.  The segment [ŋ] has a unique formant pattern, that is, F2 and F3 come 
so close to each other that phoneticians say that they “pinch” each other.  When we examine the 
formant lines of [ŋ] in Figure 44, we see that F2 and F3 are parallel with each other. We see the 
same thing when we examine the spectrographic behavior of [n] in <into>.  The two nasal 
segments have the same transition patterns.  This is an indication that the second author does not 
distinguish clearly between her alveolar and velar nasals. 
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Figure 44: <These things into> 
 
The lack of differentiation of [n] and [ŋ] has no serious consequence for intelligibility for two 
reasons.  First, the RFL between them is only 18%, which means that there are not many words 
in English where these two phonemes contrast. Secondly, pronouncing [ŋ] as [n] is common 
among GAE talkers.  
 
1.7 Project 7: Approximant Consonants Analysis 
Epsy-Wilson’s (1992) article on semivowels is replicated in Project 7.  She studied 233 
polysyllabic words containing [l], [r], [w], and [j].  Her analysis provides measurements for: F1, 
F2, and F3 (among others) against which the approximants produced by the second author are 
compared and contrasted.  The words in the elicitation passage that contain approximants are 
<call, Stella, fresh, we, yellow, rubber, toy, frog, red, old, will, Wednesday, last>.  The acoustic 
correlates examined for each approximant segment are F0, F1, F2, F3, intensity, and duration, as 
shown in the annotated spectrograph in Figure 45:  
	  
	  
Figure 45: <Please call Stella> 
 
1.7.1 The Allophones of Laterals and Rhotics  
Approximants fall into two natural classes: liquids and glides.  Glides consist of [w] and 
[j].  They are also called semi-vowels.  This label fits them because when they occur before a 
vowel, they behave like a consonant.  However, when they follow a vowel, they become a 
vowel.  Liquids also comprise of the segments [l] and [r].   The former is known as a lateral and 
the latter as a rhotic.  They have different pronunciations depending on the where they occur in a 
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1.7.2 The F2 of Laterals  
The phoneme /l/ has three allophones in English.  When it occurs in syllable onsets either 
as a singleton or a part of a cluster, it is labeled “clear,” and is represented phonetically as [l]. 
When it occurs in syllable codas as a singleton or as part of a cluster, it is called “dark” and is 
transcribed either as [ɫ] or [lɣ].  When it occurs between two vowels, it is referred to as 
intervocalic.   Epsy-Wilson (1992:747) provides F2 measurements for each one of these three 
allophones.  In prevocalic positions, the F2 frequency of clear [l] is 1074 Hs.  In intervocalic 
positions, it is 1060 Hz, and in postvocalic positions, it is 898 Hz.   The F2 frequency of 
postvocalic [l] is articulatorily different from the first two, because it is retracted by at least 162 
Hz.  This confirms the findings in Ash (1982) in which she studied the postvocalic /l/ in 
Philadelphia.  She concluded that in that position, [l] tends to be vocalized.  Subsequent studies 
such as Epsy-Wilson’s have shown that this is a widespread phenomenon in American English.  
When /l/ is vocalized, it does not mean that it is deleted.  It simply means that it takes on 
articulatory characteristics that are similar to those of back vowels.  When /l/ is velarized or 
vocalized, there is no clear contact between the tongue and any articulator.  For prevocalic and 
intervocalic [l]s, there is some contact either with the alveolar or in the post-alveolar area.  The 
F2 measurements in Table 12 provide us information regarding how the second author produces 
her [l]s: 
 
Word call Stella last old fresh rubber frog red 
Segment [l] [l] [l] [l] [r] [r] [r] [r] 
Ribeiro F0 240 168 225 230 190 188 189 191 
Ribeiro Mean F0                                196 Hz                                  189 Hz 
GAE Mean F0                                 NA                                  NA 
Ribeiro F1 706 749 481 499 596 604 600 508 
Ribeiro Mean F1                                615 Hz                                 577 Hz 
GAE Mean F1                                436 Hz                                 460 Hz 
Ribeiro F2 1345 1362 1776 1090 1607 1225 1474 1479 
Ribeiro Mean F2                                1569 Hz                                 1446 Hz 
GAE Mean F2                                1010 Hz                                 1275 Hz 
Ribeiro F3 2823 2707 2986 2813 2417 2568 1991 2390 
Ribeiro Mean F3                               2846 Hz                                 2341 Hz 
GAE Mean F3                               2607 Hz                                 1776 Hz 
Ribeiro Intensity 71 69 68 76 70 67 71 71 
Ribeiro Mean Ints                                68 dB                                   69 dB 
GAE Mean Ints                                70 dB                                   70 dB 
Ribeiro  Duration 172 86 106 104 44 67 41 85 
Ribeiro Mean Dur                                96 ms                                   59 ms 
GAE Mean Dur                                62 ms                                   52.5 ms 
Ribeiro Trilling                                NA 22 14 24 11 
Ribeiro Mean Trill                                NA                        17 Hz 
GAE Mean Trill                                NA                        16 Hz 
Table 12: The Correlates of Liquids 
  The three ways of pronouncing /l/ are seen in how the second author pronounces in <call, 
Stella, old, and last>.  She produces [l] in <Last> as a clear [l].  It is produced in the vicinity of 
the alveolar area because its F2 is 1776 Hz. This [l] is 702 Hz more fronted than its counterpart 
in GAE (1074 Hz). The [l] in <Stella> is intervocalic.  Its F2 measurement in the second author’s 
pronunciation is 1362 Hz. This [l] is acoustically indistinguishable from its counterpart in GAE 
(1240 Hz). The second author produces the [l] in <call> exactly the same way she pronounces 
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the one in <Stella>.   She does not vocalize it.  However, she vocalizes the one in <old>, which 
means that her tongue rises towards the alveolar or post-alveolar ridge without making any 
contact with it.  Her vocalized [l] (1090 Hz) has the same acoustic properties as her back vowel 
[ɔ] 1199 Hz or [o] 1070 Hz (see Table 4). 
 
1.7.3 The F2 of Rhotics  
 Impressionistic studies have suggested that /r/ has two allophones in some dialects of 
GAE.  When /r/ occurs in prevocalic positions, all GAE talkers produce it.  However, when it 
occurs in a postvocalic environment, some dialects delete it. This is the so-called “r-less” dialect.  
The dialect of talkers who do not delete their [r]s is known as “r-full” dialects. The F2 
measurements found in Epsy-Wilson’s (1992:747) indicate that the participants in her study are 
“r-full” dialect speakers because [r] has, perceptually speaking, the same F2, irrespective of 
whether it occurs in prevocalic (1285 Hz), intervocalic (1240 Hz), or postvocalic [r] (1300 Hz) 
positions. The measurements in Table 12 show that the second author pronounces her [r]s 
differently.  Perceptually speaking, her [r]s in <fresh>, <frog>, and <red> are produced similarly 
because the acoustic distances between them are less than 200 Hz.  But she pronounces the [r] in 
<rubber> differently because it is acoustically distant from the others by more than 200 Hz.   The 
way she pronounces this [r] is similar to the way in which GAE talkers produce all their [r]s.   
 
1.7.4 The Intelligibility of Liquids 
Phoneticians have demonstrated that F3 is the most robust acoustic cue for discriminating 
between [l] and [r].  For these two liquids to be optimally perceived, the F3 of [r] should not be ≥ 
2,600 Hz.   Furthermore, an acoustic distance of 400 Hz should keep them apart from each other.  
Epsy-Wilson’s data (1992:747) shows that GAE talkers keep their [l]s and [r]s distant. The mean 
F3 of [l] is all three positions is 2607 Hz. The mean F3 for [r] is 1776 Hz. An acoustic gulf of 
831 Hz separates them. The second author also discriminates between her [l]s (2846 Hz) and her 
[r]s (2341 Hz). The acoustic distance between them is 505 Hz. GAE hearers are, therefore, not 
likely to confuse her [r]s and [l]s because they are sufficiently distant from each other.  Also, the 
F3 of her [r]s does not reach the absolute threshold of 2,600 Hz.   
 
Another important acoustic cue in differentiating between [l] and [r] is trilling.  Laterals 
are not trilled in any language.  Consequently, when a liquid is trilled, it is automatically 
associated with [r].  Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996:218, 226) indicate that [r] is perceived as 
trilled if it vibrates at a rate of 22 Hz or higher, otherwise, it is considered flapped. Koffi’s 
(2016:255) measurements of the [r]s produced by 10 GAE talkers show that they flap their [r] at 
a rate of 19.04 Hz.  The second author produces two types of [r]s: she trills some and flaps 
others. She trills her [r]s in <fresh> and <frog> at a rate of 23.55 Hz, but flaps the ones in 
<rubber> and <red> at a rate of 13.34 Hz. It seems that she transfers the acoustic characteristics 
of her Brazilian Portuguese [r]s. Portuguese is said to have two types of [r]s: the trilled one and 
the flapped one. Trilling [r] or not trilling it is not phonemic in English.  Consequently, her trilled 
[r]s do not interfere with intelligibility. They only signal that she is not a native speaker of 
American English. Her trilled [r]s occur only in onset clusters where the rhotic is immediately 
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1.7.5 The Intelligibility of Glides 
 The acoustic correlate that phoneticians focus on when describing [j] and [w] is F3.  
Normally, [w] has a lower F3 because it involves more lip rounding/protrusion, while [j] has a 
higher F3 because the lips are not rounded or protruded.  These observations are supported by 
Epsy-Wilson’s (1992:747) data.9  The F3 of prevocalic and intervocalic [j] is respectively 2827 
Hz and 2920 Hz.  The one for [w] is 2320 Hz and 2340. In all these cases, there is an acoustic 
distance of at least 400 Hz between [j] and [w]. F3 does not discriminate between the second 
author’s [j]s (2782 Hz) and [w]s (2654 Hz), as shown in Table 13: 
 
Word we will Wednesday yellow toy 
Segment [w] [w] [w] [j] [j] 
Ribeiro F0 223 207 135 175 NA 
Ribeiro Mean F0                  188 Hz 175 Hz 
GAE Mean F0                   NA  NA 
Ribeiro F1 457 454 470 512 NA 
Ribeiro Mean F1                  460 Hz 512 Hz 
GAE Mean F1                  365 Hz NA 
Ribeiro F2 1928 1751 1331 1908 NA 
Ribeiro Mean F2                  1670 Hz 1908 Hz 
GAE Mean F2                  809 Hz 2206 Hz 
Ribeiro F3 2582 2557 2654 2782 NA 
Ribeiro Mean F3                   2654 Hz 2782 Hz 
GAE Mean F3                   2330 Hz 2873 Hz 
Ribeiro Intensity undef 67 67 67 NA 
Ribeiro Mean Ints                   67 dB 67 dB 
GAE Mean Ints                   71 dB NA 
Ribeiro  Duration 33 45 68 NA NA 
Ribeiro Mean Dur                   68  NA 
GAE Mean Dur                   NA NA 
Table 13: The Correlates of Glides 
She produces her [j] (2782 Hz) in ways that are perceptually indistinguishable from GAE talkers’ 
[j] (2873Hz) because the acoustic distance between them is only 91 Hz on the F3 frequency 
band. The acoustic distance between her [w] (2654 Hz) and the one in GAE (2330 Hz) is larger 
by 324 Hz. This means that she does not round her lips as much as GAE talkers.  Note, however, 
that this acoustic distance is still smaller than the absolute threshold of 400 at which glides may 
be confused in the F3 frequency band. It should also be noted that degrees of lip rounding is not 
phonemic in English.  Consequently, her pronunciation of [w] with less rounded lips does not 
interfere with intelligibility.   
 
1.8 Projects 910 and 10: The Acoustics of Lexical Stress 
The lexical stress project has two components.  The first deals with the stress pattern of 
disyllabic words found in the elicitation test.  The second focuses more narrowly on the stress 
pattern on homographic words.  The common denominator between these two projects is that all 
the words under consideration are disyllabic.  They are preferred to polysyllabic words which are 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
9 According to Espy-Wilson (1992:747) /w/ has the following average measurements: Prevocalic position: F1 381, 
F2848, F3 2320, intervocalic position: F1 349, F2 1771, F3 2340.  The measurements for /j/ are the following: 
prevocalic F1 317, F2 2142, F3 2827, and intervocalic position: F1 361, F2 2270, F3 2920. 
10Again, as was explained in footnote #1, the 8th project is not included in the portfolio. 
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uncommonly in everyday conversations. Fletcher (1953:92) collected 80,000 telephone 
conversations among GAE talkers and found that all of them were made up of two syllables.   
 
Fry (1955) published the results of an experiment he conducted among GAE speakers of 
English.  His goal was to determine whether hearers relied on duration or intensity in deciding 
which syllable was stressed and which was not.  He used five disyllabic homographs: <object> 
the verb vs. <object> the noun, <subject> the verb vs. <subject> the noun, <digest> the verb vs. 
<digest> the noun, <contract> the verb vs. <contract> the noun, <permit> the verb vs. <permit>.  
His analysis led him to the following ranking: “(3) duration ratio is a more effective cue than 
intensity ratio.”  Yet, he added this important caveat: “In words where duration and intensity 
were operating in the same direction, there was excellent agreement between the subjects, that is 
to say, when the vowel was long and of high intensity, listeners agreed that the vowel was 
strongly stressed, when it was short and of low intensity, it was judged as weakly stressed,” p. 
767.  
 
Fry (1958) continued his earlier experiments by adding fundamental frequency (F0/pitch) 
as a variable.  He arrived at the following conclusion, “the fundamental frequency cue may 
outweigh the duration cue,” (Fry 1958: 151). The results of both studies led him to rank the 
salience of the three acoustic correlates of stress as follows:  F0 > Duration > Intensity.  Yet, he 
made the following observation, “In conclusion, it may be necessary to reiterate that all 
judgments of stress in natural speech depend on the complicated inter-action of a number of 
cues.”  In other words, even though F0 maybe the strongest cue, when any two of them interact 
on a single syllable, that syllable is perceived as more strongly stress than the one that has only 
one correlate.  It is as though, “l’union fait la force,” [two are better than one].  
    
Since Fry (1955) and (1958), a number of experimental studies have been conducted to 
determine the absolute thresholds at which F0, intensity, and duration matter for intelligibility.  It 
is now known that people can perceive an F0 variation of just .30% between two pitch bearing 
units (Young 2011:609).  To make calculations easier, this has been rounded up to 1 Hz.  In 
other words, if two syllables differ in F0 by only 1 Hz, hearers do perceive a pitch difference 
between them.  With regard to intensity, hearers perceive an intensity difference between two 
syllables if and only if they differ by 3 dB or higher (Hasen 2001:41).   Intensity of less than 3 
dB is not perceived in binaural listening conditions, i.e. when people are listening with both ears.  
For duration, it is has been found that a minimum of 10 ms is needed to determine which of two 
syllables has a longer duration (Kent and Read 2002:11). With these absolute thresholds in mind, 
let’s see how the second author encodes stress. 
 
1.8.1 The Stress Pattern on Plain Disyllabic Words 
We start first with plain disyllabic words found in the elicitation text.  The words under 
consideration are: <Stella, maybe, brother, also, plastic, Wednesday>.  The annotated 
spectrographs of all the words are provided.   Each word is annotated for F0, intensity, and 
duration.  Table 14 summarizes the averages of all the acoustic measurements, while Table 15 
highlights the strategy used by the second author to encode primary stress.	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Figure 46: <Stella> 
	  
Figure 47: <maybe> 
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Figure 48: <brother> 
	  
	  
Figure 49: <also> 
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Figure 50: <plastic> 
	  
	  
Figure 51: <Wednesday> 
According to the Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (2000), the five words are stressed as 
follows: 
 
1) [ˈstɛ.ləә], 2) [ˈme.bi], 3) [ˈbrɑ.ðɚ], 4) [ˈɔl.so], 4) [ˈplæs.tɪk], 5) [ˈwẽnz.de]  
 
In all these five words, the first syllable is stressed, while the second is unstressed.  Now, let’s 
see if the acoustic measurements of the second author’s pronunciation agree with the stress 
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Word Stella maybe brother also plastic Wednesday 
Syllable stɛ ləә me bi brɑ ðɚ ɑl so plæs tɪk wɛnz de 
Ribeiro  F0/Pitch 192 148 229 251 168 181 266 300 200 un 180 238 
Ribeiro Intensity 73 65 73 72 72 68 76 73 74 64 70 74 
Ribeiro Duration 164 156 113 44 124 87 126 59 75 49 48 86 
Table 14: Stress Patterns on Disyllabic Words 
Let’s use <Stella> to illustrate how one goes about determining the strategy that a talker uses to 
encode stress.   We do so by answering “yes/no” questions about F0, intensity, and duration. 
Does F0 indicate that <Ste> is a stressed syllable?  The answer is “yes” because its F0 is 192 Hz 
whereas that of <la> is 148 Hz.  A difference of only 1 Hz is enough to determine which syllable 
is stressed.   Does intensity show that <Ste> is a stressed syllable?  The answer is “yes” because 
its intensity is 73 dB, whereas the one for <la> is 65 dB.  The intensity of the stressed syllable 
must be ≥ 3 dB than the one in the unstressed syllable.  Does duration show that <Ste> is a 
stressed syllable?  The answer is “no” because its duration is 164 ms, whereas the one for <la> is 
156 ms.  For the ear to perceive that a sound is longer than another sound, there must be at least 
10 ms difference between them.   The difference in this case is 8 ms.  Consequently, the answer 
is no because the minimum threshold of 10 ms is not reached.    When we examine all the data, 
we see that F0 was used only in <Stella> and in <plastic> to encode stress.  We also see that 
intensity was used in four instances, and duration was also used in four instances.   We proceed 
with the same analysis for all the words, and report the results in Table 15: 
 
Word F0 Intensity Duration 
Stella Yes Yes No 
maybe No No Yes 
brother No Yes Yes 
also No Yes Yes 
plastic Yes Yes Yes 
Wednesday No No No 
Total 4 vs. 2 4 vs. 2 4 vs. 2 
Table 15: Correlate Interaction and Stress Encoding Strategy 
There is a total of 12 syllables in the data, six of which are stressed, and six unstressed. There are 
three acoustic correlates (F0, intensity, duration).  Consequently, there are 18 stressed tokens (6 x 
3).  In 6 out 18 instances (33.33%), intensity interacts with duration to encode stress.  In 4 out of 
18 instances (22.22%), F0 interacts with intensity to encode stress. In 1 out of 18 instances 
(5.55%), F0 interacts with duration to encode stress. Clearly, the second author relies on the 
interaction between intensity and duration to encode stress.  The strategy that she uses is in line 
with Fry (1955:767-8). Consequently, GAE hearers would perceive that she stressed these words 
intelligibly.  
 
1.8.2 The Stress Patterns on Homographic Words 
The stress patterns on homographic words seek to replicate Fry (1955) and (1958) as much as 
possible.  In Fry’s experiments, the homographic words were produced in isolation.  However, in 
this project the words <produce, refuse, subject, desert (dessert), present> are embedded into 
five carrier sentences.  These sentences circulate on the Internet from time to time to underscore 
that English is a “crazy” language. The students in the course record themselves reading the 
following sentences:   
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1. <The farm used to produce produce> 
2. <The dump was so full that it had to refuse more refuse> 
3. <I had to subject the subject to a series of tests> 
4. <The soldier decided to desert his dessert in the desert> 
5. <Since there is no time like the present, he thought it was time to present the present> 
 
In all these examples, vowel quality is the determining factor for discriminating between a noun 
and a verb.  Though there are many interesting aspects of the sentences worth investigating, the 
focus on the analysis will only be on the italicized homographs. The annotations in the 




Figure 52: <produce produce> 
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Figure 53: <subject subject> 
 
Figure 54: <desert dessert desert> 
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Figure 55: <present present present> 
 
Figure 56: <refuse refuse> 
Word produce, V produce, N 
Syllable pro ˈdus ˈpro dus 
Ribeiro  F0/Pitch 202 190 167 147 
Ribeiro Intensity 68 70 70 63 
Ribeiro Duration 146 164 175 78 
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Word subject, V subject, N 
Syllable sʌb ˈdʒɛkt ˈsʌb dʒɛkt 
Ribeiro  F0/Pitch 248 178 168 190 
Ribeiro Intensity 76 71 70 71 
Ribeiro Duration 51 186 75 102 
Table 17: Stress Patterns on Homograph Words-<Subject> 
 
Word refuse, V refuse, N 
Syllable rɪ ˈfjuz ˈre fjuz 
Ribeiro  F0/Pitch 183 182 150 undef 
Ribeiro Intensity 65 69 68 57 
Ribeiro Duration 82 115 121 128 
Table 18: Stress Patterns on Homograph Words-<Refuse> 
Word desert, V dessert, N Desert, N 
Syllable ˈdɪ zɚt dɪ ˈzɚt dɛ ˈzɚt 
Ribeiro  F0/Pitch 186 186 213 181 156  135 
Ribeiro Intensity 68 72 66 70 70  61  
Ribeiro Duration 90 135 46 152 165  177  
Table 19: Stress Patterns on Homograph Words-<Desert> 
Word present, N present, V present, N 
Syllable ˈprɛ zəәnt prɪ ˈzent ˈprɛ zəәnt 
Ribeiro  F0/Pitch 152 203 233 180 133 81 
Ribeiro Intensity 70 63 71 69 64 57 
Ribeiro Duration 129 45 70 68 96 75 
Table 20: Stress Patterns on Homograph Words-<Presentt> 
The same analytical procedure discussed in relation to the measurements in Table 15 is 
replicated for the analysis of the data in Table 21.  There are 12 strong and 12 weak syllables for 
a total of 24 syllables. There are also three acoustic correlates (12 x 3 = 36 tokens).  
 
Word F0 Intensity Duration 
Produce, Verb No No Yes 
Produce, Noun Yes Yes Yes 
Refuse, Verb No Yes Yes 
Refuse, Noun Undefined Yes No 
Subject, Verb No No Yes 
Subject, Noun No No No 
Desert, Verb No Yes Yes 
Dessert, Noun No Yes Yes 
Desert, Noun Yes Yes No 
Present, Noun No Yes Yes 
Present, Verb No No No 
Present, Noun Yes Yes Yes 
Total 3 vs. 9 8 vs. 4 8 vs. 4 
Table 21: Correlate Interaction and Stress Encoding Strategy 
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In 12 out 36 instances (33.33%), duration interacts with intensity to encode stress.  In 6 out 36 
instances (16.66%), F0 interacts with intensity to encode stress. In another 2 out of 36 instances 
(5.55%), F0 interacts with duration to encode stress. The data in the previous section and in this 
one show clearly and demonstrably that the second author combines duration and intensity to 
encode stress.   
	  
1.9 Conclusion 
A lot of observations can be made from this portfolio.  However, the most important take 
away is the following written by the second author about the insights that she has gained from 
the course and about her Brazilian Portuguese-accented English: “It was very interesting to 
analyze my own speech and notice details that I would have no other way to observe without the 
knowledge gained in this class and the use of the software. Being a non-native speaker of 
English, it was interesting for me to observe my accent at deeper levels and the possible reasons 
for my pronunciation of certain words. Words that I thought I said as a native speaker, such as 
[gʊd, bɪg, θɪŋz] etc., are pronounced as [gud, big, θiŋz̥] in running speech. It was also interesting 
to observe the devoicing of the [z] in many of the words analyzed in the projects. Other 
interesting aspect of my speech is the confusion of my [ŋ] and [n].  At the end of this course, my 
perception is that all the knowledge acquired will help me perfect my fluency in English, 
correcting the details that may or may not interfere with intelligibility. It will also be helpful to 
understand better other non-native speakers of English and the origin of their accents.” 
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